[Executive functioning and normal aging: a study of arithmetic word-problem-solving].
Recent studies suggest that executive functions are among the first cognitive functions to decline with normal aging. We studied the effect of age on executive functions using a set of 13 arithmetic word problems including 9 problems of increasing complexity which were solvable in 2, 3, 4 operations, and 4 aberrant problems. Three groups participated in the study: 18 young, 18 adult and 18 elderly participants. The results showed that elderly participants were more impaired to resolve complex arithmetic word problems, without deficit in their ability to eliminate aberrant problems. The current elderly sample has a dissociated pattern of performance similar to that of some patients with frontal lobe lesions. In these patients, relations were found between the inability to generate correct algorithms of resolution for arithmetic word problems of increasing complexity and lesions in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and between the impaired inhibition of unsolvable word problems and lesions in the orbitofrontal regions. We suggest that cognitive aging could be better interpreted in terms of changes in some frontal systems rather than in all-encompassing frontal deterioration.